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The first of its kind, the Dart Canyon® stainless steel farmhouse sink is a 

testament to Elkay’s passion for ingenuity. This dynamic sink is thoughtfully 

designed to meet the needs of everyone, from the little ones who want to 

help clean up after snack time to people looking to the future and aging in 

place. This sink provides better everyday solutions for everyone. It’s designed 

to comply with ADA Accessibility Guidelines and ADA compliant when 

properly installed. 

Crafted of the highest quality 16-gauge stainless steel for lasting durability 

and performance. This sink features tight corners, combined with creased 

accent lines in the sink bowl, to offer a fresh geometric design ideal for any 

décor. The extra-deep rear bowl provides more room inside for washing large 

pots and stacking dishes. Designed to meet the needs of all users, including 

those aiming to live in place, this dual-depth workstation sink with work shelf 

and accessories offers organization and accessibility. 

The Details

• Material: 16-gauge, Type 304 

stainless steel

• Availability: Immediately

• Product Details: elkay.com/ada
▪ Visit: elkay.com/ibs
▪ Contact us at: media@zurn.com

Dart Canyon® ADA Dual-depth 
Stainless Steel Farmhouse Sink

The Elkay Difference 

Work Shelf: Keep kitchen tools like sponges and brushes close at hand 
and out of sight on the generous built-in 7" shelf; slide accessories along 
shelf to optimize workspace and go from meal prep to clean up in 
seconds.

High-capacity Bowl: Raised work shelf at front of sink opens to extra-
deep 9" bowl for room to stack dishes, fill stockpots and fit baking sheets.

Included Accessories: Reversible grid functions as a standard bottom 
grid or it can be flipped over to elevate with work shelf; complete with 
drain and drain cover.

Optional Accessories: Multiuse, wood cutting board and wood-handled 
colanders are custom-sized to function with the sink and offer convenient 
solutions for everyone.

ADA Offset Drain: Rear drain placement puts plumbing at the back, 
creating barrier-free space under the sink for wheelchair accessibility.

About Zurn Elkay Water Solutions

Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Zurn Elkay Water Solutions is a 
growth-oriented, pure-play water business that designs, procures, 
manufactures, and markets what we believe is the broadest sustainable 
product portfolio of solutions to improve health, human safety, and the 
environment. The Zurn Elkay product portfolio includes professional grade 
water control and safety, water distribution and drainage, drinking water, finish 
plumbing, hygienic, environmental and site works products for public and 
private spaces. 
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